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AOT established the program to serve all employees for mental health 
program, counseling psychology, stress evaluation, and knowledge 
sharing for stress management.

Workplace stress management

Happy hotline program approval

ProgramNo.

24 hours hotline

Psychology Crisis Survey 

Stress level evaluation

Mental health sharing session

Counseling Psychology

Face to Face consulting
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AOT has the annual sport event where employees are grouped 
together and labelled with color. The sport event includes various kinds 
of sports, from team sport like soccer to individual sport like badminton. 

Sport & health initiatives
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AOT offers employees flexible working hour upon agreement with line 
managers. This picture is the official document of flexible working 
hours. 

Flexible Working Hours
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AOT offers employees options to work-from-home. The picture is the official work-from-home 
arrangement document. This program has been cancelled because Thailand is now back to the normal 
circumstance.

Working-from-home Arrangement
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It is an obligation for AOT as a state enterprise to follow the Standard Qualifications of State Enterprise Director ands and  Officials Act, B.E. 2518. The qualification 
indicates that “An official of State enterprise shall not only possess the qualifications and not be under any prohibition specifically provided for such State enterprise, 
but shall also possess the qualifications and not be under any prohibition, having the ability to perform full -time work for such State enterprise.” Therefore, AOT must 
comply with this act.

Part-time working options

Source: http://web.krisdika.go.th/data/outsitedata/outsite21/file/translate/th/kun18.pdf
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AOT provides lactation & childcare facilities to all employees at all six airports. The picture is an example of 
lactation room at Suvarnabhumi Airport, where employees can bring their children into this room. 

Breast-feeding/Lactation & Childcare Facilities
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AOT offers “Maternal Leave” for 90 to 120 working days or 18 to 24 weeks. This maternal leave is considered 
a paid parental leave for the primary caregiver. 

Paid parental leave for the primary caregiver
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AOT offers “Paternity Leave” for 15 working days. This parental leave is considered a paid parental leave for 
the non-primary caregiver. 

Paid parental leave for the non-primary caregiver.
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AOT offers employee “Personal Leave for Childcare” for 150 working days. This level is considered a Paid 
family or care leave beyond parental leave. 

Paid parental leave for the non-primary caregiver.
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